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SIZING UP V-RIBBED BELTS 
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V-ribbed belts offer several advantages to power transmission drive design.  Classical V-belts have a profile shaped 
like a modified V, which wedges in the pulley or sheave.  However, tensile cords running through the V-belt are 
distributed intermittently, where they take the shape of the V-groove, which results in a less than optimum load 
distribution.  On the other hand, V-ribbed belts are basically flat, with a series of V-shaped ribs.  The tensile cords 
running through the V-ribbed belt are distributed across its entire width.  These belts sacrifice some wedging action 
to provide full support and thus greater load capacity. 
V-ribbed belts may be designed with either a full or truncated V-profile, but the trend is toward the truncated design.  
This design uses less material, so the belt is more flexible, runs cooler, and performs at higher speeds on small 
diameter sheaves.   Also, the truncated design does not bottom in the sheave grooves; that is, there is clearance 
under the belt.  This clearance makes the belt more tolerant of the debris that will likely collect in the V-grooves in 
many environments. 
Engineers planning to use belts as an inexpensive alternative to gearing demand speed ratios as high as 6:1 or 7:1, 
which standard V-belts cannot provide.  V-ribbed belts have minimum diameters that are smaller than those of 
standard V-belts, so applications with small-diameter sheaves can take advantage of their high load capacity.  Also, 
V-ribbed belts run smoothly, which makes them ideal for machine tool applications.  These drives must run with the 
precision needed when cutting tools mate with surfaces.   
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In addition, V-ribbed belts permit placing idlers on the back side of the belt.  This makes it an easier job to install 
and remove  belts, even on fixed power transmission shafts in tight quarters.  These belts can be used on V-flat 
drives, like clothes-dryer drums, where standard V-shaped sheaves combine with large-diameter, smooth cylinders 
to give a high reduction ratio.  The undercord of V-ribbed belts dissipates static in a grounded system, suiting them 
for use in areas like a paint spray booth, where explosions are a possibility.  Testing has proven that V-ribbed belts 
also resist heat and oil, making them ideal for machine environments that are hot and greasy. 
V-ribbed belts are not always the best choice for design efficiency.  For instance, in high 
-horsepower, low-speed-ratio drives, V-ribbed belts may not be cost-effective, since they are designed to perform 
best at high shaft speeds or in drives where speed ratios are high.  Standard V-belts work better in these 
applications. 
 
 
 
 

If a drive requires forced misalignment, a standard V-belt may again be a better choice than the V-ribbed version.  
Because V-ribbed belts are thinner, they are more susceptible to the belt “walking” or jumping in the sheave 
grooves.  Cyclic loading in this type of drive further aggravates the situation. 

 
 
Putting V-ribs to work 
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Applying a V-ribbed belt properly requires considering four basic design criteria:  the type of application, machine 
and work to be done,  the horsepower rating and required driver shaft speed, and the distance between pulleys with 
adjustments for belt installation and take-up. 

Type of application:  The type of machine, the environment in which it operates, and the work to be done must be 
examined to make certain that the belt drive design meets service requirements.  Tables enable designers to 
determine the proper service factor from application characteristics.   

 

Service-factor tables consider such questions as:  Will the drive run at a constant speed and load, or will its service 
be more cyclic with numerous stops and starts?  Will motor start-up introduce high torque or shock to the drive?  
In what sort of environment will the drive function?  Other questions do not have a direct bearing on the service 
factor but help select the proper type of belt.  For example, is space limited?  Are ambient temperatures high?  What 
conditions will dirt, dust and oil create to affect drive service?  Are high reduction ratios required?  Is the drive 
running in a compact area?  In these cases, V-ribbed belts are especially appropriate. 
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Horsepower rating:  Because V-ribbed belt life is estimated using a constant-load test, variance in load, shock and 
stress conditions will cause belt service life to differ from estimates.  Careful consideration of the application during 
the design process can ensure that the belt selected will provide adequate service life.   

The service factor determined by the application characteristics accounts for the variable conditions in a belt drive.  
This service factor, Fs, is multiplied by the drive power requirement PR to find design horsepower PP: 

PP = FS X PR 

Thus, after establishing the service factor, the horsepower requirements must be defined.  Generally, the 
horsepower rating found on the prime mover is sufficient.  However, there are many situations where actual power 
requirements are less than the motor’s rated horsepower.  If power requirements of the driven shaft are known, use 
these actual transmitted loads for finding the horsepower requirements to avoid overdesign.  This is particularly 
important in any application where a small auxiliary machine is driven by a large motor or engine.  | 
 

For example, in a car, numerous small pumps are driven by the crankshaft.  It’s impractical to size the belt for a 5-
hp water pump based on a 140-hp auto engine load requirement. 
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After calculating the design horsepower, select the proper cross section for the job.  V-ribbed belts vary 
dimensionally.  Common industrial sizes are designated J through M, the smallest cross sections being J sections, 
and the largest, M.  The choice of belt cross sections provide the designer with options for different loads and 
speeds.  Also, each V-rib cross section has a minimum recommended sheave diameter.  The smaller the belt, the 
smaller the minimum allowable sheave diameter.  Belt cross section can be selected from a chart by comparing the 
speed of the faster shaft with the design horsepower. 

If the intersecting point of the horsepower and rpm factors on the chart is near a dividing line between types of 
cross sections, a good drive can be designed with either cross section.  However, to pick the best one, design a 
drive with each cross section and then select the one most consistent with other drive requirements.  To prevent 
excessive flex fatigue and premature belt failure, remember that a belt should not be used on sheaves smaller than 
the recommended minimum. 

 

Speed ratio:  To calculate the speed ratio, RS, for the drive: 

RS = ω f/ω S = DpL/DpS, 

where ω f = rpm of the faster shaft, ω S = rpm of the slower shaft, DpL = pitch diameter of the larger sheave, and DpS 
= pitch diameter of the smaller sheave. 

To find pitch diameter DP of a V-ribbed sheave, determine the effective outside diameter (the diameter at which the 
belt actually rides within the sheave groove) De, and add the appropriate factor: 

Dp = De + FJ 

where FJ = 0.0030 in., FL = 0.058, and FM = 0.116 

Effective Length:  Calculating the effective belt length Le for a standard two-sheave drive without idlers requires 
first finding the distance C between sheave centers and using this formula: 

Le = 2C + 1.57 (DeL + DeS) + (DeL  - DeS)2/4C. 

where DeS = small sheave effective diameter, and DeL = large sheave effective diameter.  For drives with more than 
two sheaves, the belt length can be determined by drawing a scaled layout and adding up the lengths of linear and 
arc segments.  There are also some software packages that can assist with this measurement. 

The calculated length may not be a standard belt length.  Nonstandard lengths are more costly and difficult to come 
by.  Consequently, when design requirements permit, it is often preferable to calculate the effective belt length based 
on an estimated center distance.  Then after choosing the closest standard belt effective length, the actual center 
distance CA can be calculated using 

CA = A - (h(DeL - DeS)/2) 

Where A = Le - 1.57 (DeL - DeS), and h = center distance factor based on the value of (DeL - DeS)/A. 

 

 


